




A Study on Change of Roll Natural Frequency 
Hideki Sakai 
As a vehicle speed increases, roll natural frequency modes changes from that around its roll axis to that around its 
center of gravity of its body. To understand this phenomenon, the illustrated method for the change of roll natural 
frequency is proposed. Further a characteristic equation is considered and the combination of four kinds of design 
parameters which determine roll character frequency is found out. Parameter study was performed about the influence 
which the combination of those parameters has on roll natural frequency. As a result, the change of roll character 
frequency was understood. 
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Fig.2 Vehicle model 
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(A) V=1[m/s]                 (B)V=150[m/s]     
Fig.5 Roll behavior against Md (Md =1[kN/m], 
C=150[m/s2],Fd=0,?=0) 
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(A)Rolling around roll axis         (B) Rolling around C.G. 
Fig.6 Roll modes 
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Fig.7 Relationship between T? and V 
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Fig.9 Frequency response of ? freedom only model (T?=0.133[s]) 
 




























































































Rolling around roll axis
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l???????         ? ? ? ? 3.0[m] 
lf?????????             1.5[m] 
lr?????????             1.5[m] 
h????????                0.50[m] 
m?????                      2000[kg] 





Cf?g????????????????(Cf = C’f g)150[m/s2] 
Cr?g????????????????(Cr = C’rg) 150[m/s2] 
C?g????????????????? 150[m/s2] 
K’x?????? 
Kx????????                150[kNm/rad] 
Cx????????                6.00[kNms/rad] 
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(C) Influence of Cx/Ix 
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